
The Future of 
Content Strategy

How to Win at SEO in 2018
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Hi 
I’m Aja Frost, a Senior Content 
Strategist on HubSpot’s SEO team.

I develop the organic strategy for 
HubSpot’s three blogs.
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Let’s go back… 
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The three pillars of Google Hummingbird

Semantic

Uses Natural Language 
Processing to look at 
the whole phrase rather 
than individual 
keywords

Customized Conversational

Answers questions 

From Keywords to Topics

Looks at searcher intent 
and context
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Source: 
Matt 
Barby
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Us

You
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Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Identify your product 
keywords

Map those product keywords 
to topic clusters

Identify keywords for blog 
posts

3-Step Process to Creating Topic Clusters
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Topic cluster MVP

1 pillar page + 
3-6 blog posts



The first layer: Product keywords 

● Product keywords = the bottom-of-the-funnel keywords 
you want product pages to rank for.

● They’re usually lower-traffic but higher-intent.

Product pageProduct pageProduct pageProduct page
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Examples of product pages
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Match each product/feature page to a topic cluster

● A product page tells a potential customer how to implement a 
concept or strategy. Blog content tells a customer what concept or 
strategy they should implement, when, where, and why. 

● Every product should map to (at least) one topic cluster. 

Product page

Topic cluster Topic cluster
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Match each product/feature page to a topic cluster

● The pillar page and product page should target related but 
separate keywords.
○ “SEO tool” (product page) vs. “SEO strategy” (pillar page)
○ “Free form builder software” (product page) vs. “Survey 

creation” (pillar page)
○ “Live chat solution” (product page) vs. “Live chat program” 

(pillar page)
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Example: SEO product --> topic cluster

Product page: SEO & 
Content Strategy

The how

The what
Blog post: What Is 
SEO?

The why ...

The who ...

The when ...

Blog post: 19 Awesome SEO 
Blogs and Websites You'll 
Want to Bookmark

Pillar page: The Ultimate 
Guide to SEO in 2018

Blog post: Your Google 
Rank Doesn’t Matter 
Anymore
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https://www.hubspot.com/products/marketing/seo
https://www.hubspot.com/products/marketing/seo
https://blog.hubspot.com/marketing/what-is-seo
https://blog.hubspot.com/marketing/what-is-seo
https://blog.hubspot.com/marketing/best-seo-blogs
https://blog.hubspot.com/marketing/best-seo-blogs
https://blog.hubspot.com/marketing/best-seo-blogs
https://blog.hubspot.com/marketing/seo
https://blog.hubspot.com/marketing/seo
https://blog.hubspot.com/marketing/your-google-rank-doesnt-matter-anymore
https://blog.hubspot.com/marketing/your-google-rank-doesnt-matter-anymore
https://blog.hubspot.com/marketing/your-google-rank-doesnt-matter-anymore


Fill out this chart:

Product Page Keyword Pillar Page Keyword
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Longer-tail keywords 

● Once you’ve identified the cluster’s head keyword -- i.e. the broad, 
high-level keyword your pillar page is targeting -- identify the 
longer-tail keywords for your cluster content. 

● Each blog post should target 1-3 longer-tail keywords. (That means 
if you’re creating a basic topic cluster, you’ll need one head 
keyword for the pillar page and at least 9 longer-tail ones.)
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If your pillar page is “Content Marketing”...

Here’s what some of your blog posts might cover:

● Content Marketing Strategy
● Brainstorming Techniques
● Blogging
● Blogging Mistakes
● Buyer Personas
● Writing Skills
● Writing Productivity
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Is it a pillar page or a blog post?
● Is the MSV for the head search term equal or greater to 15,000? 

○ (If yes, that's 1 point.)
● Can you identify 5+ potential cluster blog posts, each targeting a KW with 

2,000+ MSV?
○ (If yes, that's 2 points.)

● Does this topic align with one or more of your products?
○ (If yes, that's 1 point.)

● Is it an emerging topic? (in other words, will search volume increase 
exponentially over time? Examples include "blockchain," "IoT," and 
"augmented reality.")
○ (If yes, that's 1 point.)

3 points or more —> pillar page 24



Strategies for finding keywords

● Recommended tools: Ahrefs, SEMrush, Keywords Everywhere 
(free!)

● Strategy #1: Search 
for your head 
keyword (the one 
your pillar page is 
targeting). Scroll 
down to the Related 
Searches section. 
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https://ahrefs.com/
https://www.semrush.com/
https://keywordseverywhere.com/


Strategies for finding keywords (cont.)

Keywords 
Everywhere 
now has a cool 
“People Also 
Search For” 
feature that’s 
very helpful.
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Strategies for finding keywords (cont.)

● Strategy #2: Identify the highest-traffic/most authoritative 
publications for the specific topic you’re going after.
○ Pay attention to the sites that repeatedly come up in the 

SERPs for related keywords.
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Strategies for finding keywords (cont.)

● Strategy #2: Identify the highest-traffic/most authoritative 
publications for the specific topic you’re going after.
○ Pay attention to the sites that repeatedly come up in the 

SERPs for related keywords.
○ Once you have several sites, plug their URLs into a 

competitive keyword research tool (like SEMrush or Ahrefs) 
and see which terms they’re ranking for.
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Strategies for finding keywords (cont.)

● Strategy #2: Identify the highest-traffic/most authoritative 
publications for the specific topic you’re going after.
○ Use Ahref’s “traffic share” feature to see which domains are 

getting the most traffic for the head keyword.
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Organize your research

● Map out title, URL, headers, featured snippets, and anything 
else you want to include to make your content more competitive 
on the SERPs (multimedia assets, a particular post you want to 
beat, etc.)

● This format also makes it easier to see which posts you need to 
link together and to the pillar page
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Track your results
● Pillar page

○ Rank for head keyword
○ Number of backlinks
○ Organic views/month
○ Total views/month
○ Conversion rate

● Blog posts
○ Rank for target keyword (and longer-tail keywords)
○ Organic views/month
○ Total views/month
○ Conversion rate (if applicable)

● Cluster
○ Percentage MSV captured 
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More resources
Strategy:

● The Future of Content Strategy
● Topic Clusters: The Next Evolution of SEO
● 5 Pillar Page Examples to Get You Started With Your Own

HubSpot-specific

● What are pillar pages, topic clusters, and subtopics?
● Creating a topic cluster with the content strategy tool
● Creating new topic clusters with content auditing
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https://blog.hubspot.com/marketing/content-marketing-strategy
https://research.hubspot.com/topic-clusters-seo
https://blog.hubspot.com/marketing/pillar-page-examples
https://knowledge.hubspot.com/articles/kcs_article/content-strategy/what-are-pillar-pages-topic-clusters-and-subtopics
https://knowledge.hubspot.com/articles/kcs_article/content-strategy/how-do-i-create-a-topic-cluster-with-the-content-strategy-tool
https://knowledge.hubspot.com/articles/kcs_article/content-strategy/creating-new-topic-clusters-with-content-auditing


hubspot.com/startups
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http://www.hubspot.com/startups


Questions?
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